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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

SELFISH BABY BOOMERS
Of 2008 -2015
October 28, 2015 – Jonathan David Mooers writes the following:
“...trying to impeach a thoroughly corrupt IRS boss instead of Obama is likely just a
distraction that won't gain traction. But it does keep the impression in the public
mind, at least, that the Obama Regime is corrupt with much more than a smidgeon of
corruption. Impeachment of anyone lower than Obama himself is like attacking the
symptom, not THE PROBLEM.”
“I'm ashamed of Baby Boomers, even though I am
one myself. Boehner, Gowdy and O'Reilly just
pursued paychecks 2008- 2015 in their adequately
empowered positions that could have halted,
defunded, identified and possibly arrested Obama
for the benefit of 320,000,000 betrayed
Americans.”
“Rep. Atty. Trey Gowdy could still work closely
with Tom Fitton/Judicial Watch and speed up
Benghazi investigation to indict Hillary-Barry-Valerie, but Trey just seems to sleep
listlessly behind the wheel of his Committee. 37 months and counting since 9-112012!”
“Traitor Boehner will retire handsomely rewarded for this criminal failures to de-fund
his own known non-Constitutional presIDent.”
“AWOL O'Reilly, when he is not beating his ex and dragging her downstairs by her
hair, makes big bucks writing about dead presidents instead of digging-in to identify
Obama as a former foreign communist exchange student et al on his Fox News show.
On this AWOL alone, FOX= complicit Television Travesty.”
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“Allen Bartlett/Naples Daily News won't
publish my April letter to inform my local
residents about Obama's
CONSTITUTIONALLY NULL AND VOID
candIDacy-presIDency 2008- 2015. Why?
What is he thinking?”
“Rep. Curt Clawson is now a card-carrying
suck-up to his Congress of Criminals 20082015; an "insider" since January 2015; won't
identify his own Thief-in-Chief as he would
rather bow to this harmful national fraud,
Obama, instead.”
“Acting-President Donald Trump only has to keep dropping hints that Obama is an
unvetted non-Constitutional presIDent with forged birth certificates, or come right
out and declare this fact, but he hasn't. Waiting for the opportune time (?), his team
indicates. So, Americans will have to needlessly suffer more lies, lawlessness,
national debt, harm and humiliation from now until January 2017!”
“Romney and McCain didn't contest Obama's forged IDs and paid-to-play with Obama
instead = and they both lost big bucks big time.”
“And so on.”
“These Baby Boomers et al, with the possible future exception of Trump and Gowdy,
openly evade and cover-up Obama's many failures to follow the Constitution under
oath with impunity; they evade or ridicule anyone who pins them down in public
about Obama's forged birth certificates, stolen Social Security number, forged
Selective Service form, foreign noncitizen dad, et al.”
“1787- Selfish Baby Boomers of
2008- 2015 = The time span of
humanity's independent selfgovernance experiment? Sure looks
that way as Obama's hijacked USS
TITANIC PANIC keeps sinning and
sinking America in its own
unsustainable debt unchecked.”
Jon Mooers, 1949 Baby Boomer
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